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Characteristics of an effective leader 
1. Honesty and Integrity

2. Confidence

3. Inspires Others

4. Commitment and Passion 

5. Good Communicator

6. Decision-Making Capabilities

7. Accountability

8. Delegation and Empowerment

9. Creativity and Innovation

10.Empathy



Characteristics of Ineffective Leaders
1. Taking all the credit for the work of others

2. Lack of trust or empowerment of others

3. Lack of compassion/empathy (unfair workload)

4. Lack of motivation, rewards or positive influence

5. Demonstrates favoritism

6. Poor advocacy for others (backing you up when you 
need it most)

7. Doesn’t provide proper direction or guidance

8. Micromanages, doesn’t allow the “freedom to work”

9. Primary focus on weaknesses of others rather than 
strengths

10.Doesn’t set clear expectations and Goals    BambooHR - JUL 25, 2017







Authentic Leadership

1. Authentic Leaders are Self Aware and Genuine
Aware of strengths, limitations, emotions. They show their real selves to their followers 
(not one way at work and another way in private)

2. Authentic Leaders are Mission Driven and 
focused on results

Placing the goals and results of the team ahead of their personal interests or interests.

3. Authentic Leaders Lead with their heart
Not just with their mind, not afraid to show emotions, but being direct with empathy.  
(Directness without empathy is cruel)

4. Authentic Leaders Focus on the Long Term
Short term goals are needed but should always point toward a longer-term vision.



Leading with Consistency

https://youtu.be/aXPhHuieFIE

SIMON SINEK: CONSISTENCY 

https://youtu.be/aXPhHuieFIE


5 Characteristics of Jesus’ Leadership

1.Jesus was disciplined in prayer.
2.Jesus led himself well: He demonstrated 

self control.
3.Jesus was focused on his Vision.
4.Distractions were part of his Mission
5.Jesus built his team, needed his team, 

empowered his team.



“A leader is one who
knows the way,
goes the way,

and shows the way.”

John C Maxwell 


